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Sizing of Inductive Power Pads for
Dynamic Charging of EVs on IPT Highways
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Abstract—In this paper, the physical sizing of IPT power
pads on a dynamic IPT highway is explored. Previous work has
focussed only on sizing for stationary IPT chargers, and this
paper extends this analysis for Double-D (DD) and Double-D
Quadrature (DDQ) based power pads. Firstly, a window function
(here fitted using a Gaussian distribution) is created to model
the power transfer profiles when individual primary pads on
the highway are energised. An analytical expression is developed
that can predict the resultant power profiles from energising
multiple primary pads, depending on the phase angle between
the individual primary pad currents and the physical sizes of
the IPT pads. A practical design example is then presented that
shows how pads could be sized to allow for 10 kW power transfer
to sedans and SUVs (air-gaps ranging from 250-400 mm) with
only a 25% reduction in power as they drive along the highway.
Index Terms—Couplers, electric vehicles, inductive power
transmission, magnetic analysis, wireless power transfer.

I. I NTRODUCTION

M

ODERN Electric Vehicles (EVs) are fast becoming
an attractive transportation alternative to traditional
gasoline driven internal combustion engine based vehicles
[1]–[5]. If the electricity used to charge these EVs can be
generated from renewable sources, then they can significantly
reduce our fossil fuel usage as well as global greenhouse gas
emissions. Growth in EV sales has risen dramatically over
the past few years, with several leading car manufacturers
offering EV models as part of their product line. However, as
the energy density of battery banks such as Lithium ion (100
- 200 Wh/kg) is significantly lower than that of petrol (12
kWh/kg), EVs have a limited range and need to be frequently
recharged [6]. This recharging is often carried out by inserting
a connector into a custom plug on the EV body. The other end
of this connector may simply be connected directly to a mains
power outlet or a dedicated high power charger. This poses an
inconvenience to the driver as they have to remember to plug
in their EV regularly, and can also pose safety concerns in
adverse weather conditions (e.g. snow, rain) due to the high
battery bank voltages of approx. 300V.
Inductive Power Transfer or IPT is a means of wirelessly
transferring power across an air-gap without the need for direct
electrical contact. It relies on the fundamental principles of
Ampère’s and Faraday’s Laws, and offers a clean, reliable,
contactless, and safe means for transferring power. Practically,
IPT can also allow stationary EVs to be recharged without
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requiring cumbersome plugs and connectors. Instead, power
can be transferred over an air-gap from a primary coil (buried
in the ground) to a secondary coil (mounted underneath
the EV chassis) to recharge EVs rapidly at rates of 5 50 kW [7]–[12]. If IPT systems are incorporated into the
highway network, then EVs can even be powered dynamically
as they move [13]–[20]. This has the potential of ensuring
that EVs have unlimited range capabilities, higher operating
efficiencies, reduced battery sizes and cost, as well as shorter
dedicated charging times.
One of the challenges in practically implementing an IPT
highway network is determining the sizes of the IPT coils or
power pads that are buried in the roadway and mounted on
the EV. As the size of these power pads can affect the power
transferred, as well as the overall cost of such highways, it is
an important design issue for dynamic systems [21]. Moreover,
the presence of a variety of EV types (i.e. sedans, SUVs,
buses) with differing air-gaps and power requirements also
further complicates the problem.
In this paper, an IPT power pad known as the Double-D
(DD) is used to transfer power to an EV on the move. This
primary pad design was proposed in [22], [23] and consists
of two coplanar coils, multiple ferrite strips and an aluminium
sheet backing (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: Double-D (DD) and Double-D Quadrature (DDQ) EV charging pads
(a) Energised DD pad showing magnetic flux lines and flux pipe and (b) DDQ
secondary pad with spatial quadrature coil.
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When the two coils are energised with an AC current (IP ), a
changing magnetic field is created within the air-gap and thus
allows power to be transferred. The ferrite strips form a flux
pipe and help to channel the flux within the air-gap thereby
improving the coupling and power transfer to a secondary
power pad, while the aluminium sheet helps to reduce leakage
fields. DD pads can provide significantly higher coupling
coefficients than the more traditional Circular pads [24], [25].
Moreover, if a spatial quadrature coil is added to the DD to
form a DDQ (Fig. 1), then the power transfer capability can
be drastically improved. A typical power transfer profile for
the DD-DDQ pad combination is shown in Fig. 2. Here, SU
is the uncompensated apparent power on the DDQ and is the
product of the induced open circuit voltage (VOC ) and short
circuit current (ISC ).
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Fig. 2: SU profile for the DD-DDQ pad based EV charging system. Here
the traces are named according to the coil and offset direction e.g. DD(x)
refers to the SU profile of the DD coil as xos is varied with the x-axis being
aligned with the length of the primary pad.

In [23], it was found that the DD-DDQ pad combination
could achieve higher coupling and a charging zone more than
5 times larger in terms of coverage area than that of an
equivalent Circular pad system. Importantly, as the DD-DDQ
combination does not suffer from a null in the power transfer
zone (unlike a Circular based system), it is ideally suited for
highway applications where a large degree of lateral movement
is desired. As such, this paper focusses on pad sizing for
DD-DDQ based systems - although it should be noted that
the techniques developed can be easily applied to other pad
structures.
In [23], a method to size DD pads for EV applications
was also presented. While the design methods outlined are
very helpful for matched systems, they are also limited in
that they specifically focussed on identically sized primary and
secondary pad combinations to simplify the problem. In [21],
an approach was proposed to size DD pads in stationary 10
kW IPT systems where the primary and secondary pads were
different in size. The results from this analysis also showed
how pads could be designed for differing vehicle classes (i.e
sedans and SUVs) as well as charging locations (e.g garages,
car-parks and roadways). Table I summarizes the dimensions
of the primary and secondary pads used in [21]. Here, “Pri” or
“Sec” refer to either the primary or secondary pad respectively,
while the two numbers refer to the length and width of the
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pad in mm. For example, Pri 255 280 refers to a primary
pad that is 255 mm long and 280 mm wide.
TABLE I: Proposed pad sizes.
Primary pads

Secondary pads

Pri 255 280

Sec 280 325

Pri 395 390

Sec 370 410

Pri 510 475

Sec 465 495

Pri 630 620

Sec 560 580

Pri 745 705

Sec 745 690

Pri 745 825

Sec 835 800

Pri 865 910

Sec 930 885

Pri 980 995

Sec 1025 1030

This paper aims to further develop the pad sizing analysis
detailed in [21], and extend it to dynamic IPT EV highways.
As such, this paper expands upon the concepts presented in
[21], to include EV charging of vehicles (sedans and SUVs)
as they move. Consequently, this paper studies the power
transfer profiles when multiple IPT primary pads (Table I) are
simultaneously energised and the effect that this has on the
overall power transfer to the EV. In Section II of this paper,
the proposed IPT highway is presented. Section III explores
the cross coupling between adjacent IPT primary pads and
the effect this has on the power transfer profile. Section IV
proposes a mathematical model for power transfer on the
highway while Sections V and VI use this model to predict
power transfer with multiple primary pads. Sections VII to IX
outline a practical design example that highlights how the
given analysis can be used to select IPT pad sizes for dynamic
highway applications. Finally, Section X summarizes the key
conclusions of the research presented.
II. P ROPOSED IPT H IGHWAY
A lumped IPT highway could be represented by Fig. 3(a).
In this illustration, IPT primary pads are buried under the road
along the direction of EV travel with secondary pads mounted
to the underside of the EV chassis.
As the EV travels along the highway, the primary pads are
sequentially energised when the EV secondary pad has sufficient coupling with the respective primary pad. For example
when the EV is directly above a buried primary pad, as shown
in Fig. 3(b), then only this primary pad is energised as it has
the greatest coupling to the EV pad. However, when the EV is
in between two primary pads, as shown in Fig. 3(c), then both
primary pads may be energised to increase power transfer even
though the individual coupling between each primary pad and
the EV may be reduced due to the offset. Using this approach,
a reasonably constant wave of power may be transferred to the
EV as it travels along the highway. Moreover, this approach
can easily be extended to allow charging of multiple vehicles
on the highway simultaneously.
In a lumped DD and DDQ based IPT highway, there are
two main ways in which the pads may be orientated along the
highway. In Fig. 4(a), the DD primary and secondary pads are
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Fig. 3: (a) IPT EV highway with primary pads shown in black and EV
mounted secondary pad shown in blue. (b) Highway showing energised
primary pad in red when the EV is directly above one primary pad. (c)
Highway showing energised primary pads in red when the EV is above 2
primary pads.
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Fig. 4: Possible pad orientations in the proposed IPT EV highway with (a)
pads arranged parallel to the direction of EV travel and (b) pads arranged
perpendicular to the direction of EV travel.

orientated so that the DD coils are parallel to the direction of
EV travel while in Fig. 4(b), the pads are orientated so that
the DD coils are perpendicular to the direction of EV travel.
In both orientations, the distance between the centres of the
primary pads is referred to as the primary pad pitch (PP ), and
the spacing between the primary pad cases is referred to as
the primary pad spacing (PS ). Both possible orientations offer
certain benefits for dynamic EV powering applications.
The main advantage offered by the orientation shown in
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Fig. 4(a) is the possible reduction in general public exposure
to unwanted or potentially harmful electromagnetic fields. In
general, the length of a DD pad is usually larger than its
width. This is mainly due to the fact that the length of the
pad, or the distance between the poles, has the largest impact
on the flux path height or the possible operational air-gap
[23]. On the other hand the width of the pads is usually
varied to modify the shape of the power transfer profile or
increase the power transfer as necessary. Hence by placing
these rectangular primary pads parallel to the direction of
travel or parallel to the EV body, the aluminium or steel EV
chassis can significantly help to shield the general public from
the electromagnetic fields generated when the primary pad
is energised. In dynamic EV applications, however, human
exposure to magnetic fields is not of prime concern as it is
very unlikely that the general public will be in close proximity
to the EV when it is travelling along the highway at speeds
close to 100 km/hr. Moreover, by using a lumped IPT pad
system, the average generated leakage B is already minimised
as the pads are only energised when the EV chassis is partially
shielding the pads.
By using the orientation given in Fig. 4(b), a charging
system can be designed that is more tolerant of the average
driver’s ability. In reality, it will be impractical for an average
driver travelling at 100 km/hr to manually align their EV
as it travels along the centre of the highway and keep the
primary and secondary pads close to perfectly aligned. Hence
any IPT highway system has to be tolerant to relatively large
misalignments (approx. ±300 mm) on the x-axis direction and
still transfer the required power to the EV.
Typically for the DD-DDQ pad system, the drop in power
is far greater when the secondary pad is offset along the y-axis
compared to offsets along the x-axis. This can be seen in the
SU profiles given in Fig. 2. Due to the additive contribution of
the Quadrature coil, the SU profile for offsets along the x-axis
does not drop in magnitude as much as it does along the yaxis. Consequently by placing the pads as shown in Fig. 4(b),
the tolerance of the system to large misalignment along the x
axis due to driver ability can be greatly increased. Moreover,
the power transfer when the EV is offset along the y-axis
can be increased if two adjacent primary pads are energised
simultaneously as discussed earlier. As a result, in this paper,
the orientation given in Fig. 4(b) is the design selected for
further evaluation of an IPT highway. Moreover, it is assumed
that the primary pads are sequentially energised by primary
power supplies near the roadway. One such layout is outlined
in Fig. 7 of [15] with separately energised pads. There are
several alternative methods of energising the pads and a full
discussion of this is outside the scope of the paper. This paper
mainly focuses on the sizing of known pads that can be used
for an IPT highway, while future papers will focus on how
these selected pad sizes can be suitably energised by primary
power supplies on a highway.
Of course other variations in the possible pad orientations
exist. These include possibly staggering the pads, similar to
the approach used in brick laying, or even skewing the pads
by an angle so that the power transfer profiles can be altered.
However exploring such possibilities is unfortunately out of
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III. C ROSS C OUPLING BETWEEN A DJACENT P RIMARY
PADS
One of the important considerations when designing an
IPT highway is the level of magnetic cross coupling between
adjacent primary pads along the highway. If the level of
magnetic coupling between the pads is high, then when a
primary pad is energised with a current (IP ), a large voltage
will be induced in the adjacent primary pads. This could cause
a large unwanted current to inadvertently flow in these pads
generating loss and stray electromagnetic fields. This large
induced current will also reflect a load back on the primary
power supply driving the desired primary pad, and if both
pads are being energised, could cause energy to be fed from
one pad to another. This extra loading of the power supply
or cycling of energy between pads should be minimised as
it has the effect of increasing system loss and the required
component ratings, whilst not increasing the power transfer to
the EV. To investigate the mutual coupling between pads, a
DD primary pad was energised with a current IP of 26 A at
20 kHz and the SU induced in an adjacent DD primary pad
was measured experimentally. The spacing between the DD
primary pad cases or PS was then varied and the resulting
profile is shown in Fig. 5.
It can be seen that the SU induced in a primary pad when
the adjacent primary pad is energised is quite low. If the pads
are placed so that the separation between pads is 0 mm, the SU
induced is only 30 VA in comparison with the approximately
12 kVA generated by the pad. Consequently the coupling or
k between these adjacent primary pads is only around 5%,
and falls rapidly as the spacing between the pads is increased.
Hence if the pads are placed more than 50 mm apart in the
IPT highway, the level of magnetic cross coupling between
adjacent primary pads is negligible and can be ignored.
IV. M ATHEMATICAL M ODELLING OF P OWER T RANSFER
P ROFILES
In [21], eight approximately square primary DD and secondary DDQ pads ranging in length from 300 - 1000 mm

50
40

SU (VA)

the scope of this paper but could be investigated in the future.
Budhia first introduced the lumped DD-DDQ based IPT EV
highway in [26], and investigated the achievable power transfer
profile when multiple primary pads along the highway are
energised simultaneously. In this investigation, a single DD
and DDQ pad size was used and the resulting power transfer
profiles obtainable, by energising multiple combinations of
primary pads, were simulated and experimentally verified. In
addition, the spacing between adjacent primary pads (PS ),
or pad pitch (PP ), was also varied and the effects on the
power transfer profiles were investigated. However, a full
investigation of the effects of the size of the IPT pads on the
power transfer profile was not carried out as it was beyond
the scope of his research. For the same reason, the spacing
between adjacent primary pads was not optimised to minimise
the number of pads while still ensuring the desired power
transfer levels. In the following sections, these key topics are
explored to allow for the practical design of IPT highways to
power multiple EV classes.
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Fig. 5: SU induced in one DD primary pad when the adjacent DD primary
pad is energised with no secondary pad present. The SU profile is obtained
experimentally by varying the spacing between the primary pad cases (PS )
in the laboratory scale system.

were explored for EV charging applications. To predict the
performance of these pads, a Finite Element Method (FEM)
based model was constructed in JMAG Studio. This software
package has been used extensively to analyse IPT power
pads, and the resulting simulations have also been validated
experimentally in numerous publications [22]–[25].
In these JMAG simulations, the pads were simulated for
horizontal offsets along the y-axis ranging from 0 mm to
300 mm in 50 mm intervals. For the purposes of stationary
charging such a range of offsets are very practical as most
drivers can align their vehicle to the primary pad within such
tolerances. However in an IPT highway in which the EV is
moving along the y-axis, a larger range of offsets will be
encountered. One possible way to obtain information about
the expected performance is to re-run the simulations for larger
horizontal offsets. But these simulations would take excessive
amounts of time to complete and hence this method is not
practical. Another method of predicting the performance of
the pads for larger offsets is to develop a mathematical model
or a set of equations that describe the performance of the pads.
Such equations could describe, for example, the VOC profiles
for a pad and could predict VOC for offsets greater than 300
mm.
In essence, a window function is required to model the
performance of the pads for the required offsets. In this paper,
a Gaussian model based function is used to predict the desired
IPT power transfer profiles. In this case, the Gaussian function
is a simple means of modelling the approximately bell-shaped
IPT power transfer profiles, and does not refer to a statistical
or probabilistic distribution. Of course, alternative window
functions based on Hanning or raised cosines could be used
with slight modifications to the general approach presented
here [27].
This Gaussian model would have the generalised form of
(1) with its parameters being explained by Table II.

ζ =a·e



−

2

yos − b

c

(1)
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V. P OWER T RANSFER P ROFILES WITH T WO E NERGISED
P RIMARY PADS

TABLE II: Gaussian model parameters.
Parameter

Description
Quantity to be modelled (e.g. VOC−DD ,

ζ

VOC−QUAD , ISC−DD , or ISC−QUAD )
yos

Offset along the y-axis

a

Amplitude or peak value of the distribution

b

Location of the peak along the y-axis

c

Related to the width of the peak in the distribution

To obtain the a, b and c parameters for the distributions,
the data points obtained from the JMAG Studio simulations
for y-offsets ranging from 0 mm to 300 mm may be used in
conjunction with a curve fitting algorithm. Such fitting algorithms are readily available in MATLAB and can be applied
to determine the value of these parameters by minimising the
errors between the fit model and the simulated data points. As
an example, Fig. 6 shows the simulated VOC data points and
the corresponding fitted Gaussian model (a = 100.9 V, b = 0
mm, and c = 280.6 mm). It is clear that the Gaussian model
fits these data points quite well within the range of −300 mm
to 300 mm. Moreover, the model shows close agreement with
experimental results within the range of −300 mm to 300
mm. For offsets greater than this, the Gaussian model and
experimental results differ slightly by around 5 V. However,
as this is only around 5% of the peak value of 100.9 V, such
differences are negligible and can thus be neglected. Similarly,
the curve fitting algorithm can easily be used to fit Gaussian
distributions to the other results obtained from the simulations
such as MDD , ISC and SU . It should be noted that the a, b and
c parameters obtained only correspond to a particular operating
condition. If for example these conditions are altered, e.g. the
air-gap (zos) is changed, then new parameters would have
to be found to fit the modified system. However, the use of
these parameters and Gaussian model allows for an analytical
description of the power transfer profiles to be developed,
and hence will be useful when theoretically predicting the
performance of multiple pads part of the IPT highway.
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Fig. 6: Typical VOC profile used for modelling of power transfer profiles.
The figure shows the simulated data points, the predicted output from the
Gaussian model and the experimental results.

To analyse the performance when multiple primary pads are
energised simultaneously, first consider a system consisting of
only two primary pads. In this system, the two primary pads
are spaced apart and energised with currents given by
IP1 = IˆP1 · cos (ωt)

(2)

IP2 = IˆP2 · cos (ωt + θ)

(3)

where IP1 and IP2 are the currents used to energise primary
pad 1 and 2 respectively, andˆrepresents the peak quantity. It
should be noted that this assumes that the system has reached
steady state before the EV has entered the optimum charging
zone. Practically, the time taken to reach steady state is highly
dependent on the circuit parameters and control algorithm.
For example, it has been experimentally demonstrated that the
charging current to an EV battery could reach steady state in
less than 2.5 ms [28]. An EV travelling at 100 km/hr would
travel approximately 69 mm in this time. However, in order to
ensure that steady state operation has been reached (and hence
that the phasor analysis is valid), the EV must be detected 2.5
ms before it enters the optimum charging zone for the IPT
pads. This can be easily done by adjusting the sensors that
are used to detect the presence of the EV and energising the
primary pads accordingly. This means that the primary pads
will be energised prior to the EV arrival, and the system can
reach steady state before the EV actually enters the optimum
charging zone. Moreover, it was shown in [29] that with proper
controller design these pads can be energised and ready to
transfer power within 0.3 ms. If an EV is travelling at 100
km/hr, then it would move approximately 8 mm in this time.
Therefore at these speeds, providing the detection is achieved
accurately (which has been discussed in [19]), the energization
of the primary pad need occur only a few cm ahead of the
optimum coupling zone.
Consequently, the VOC and ISC profiles induced in the secondary pad are simply a combination of the contributions from
both primary pads taking the phase difference (θ) between
IP1 and IP2 into account. For example, the ISC generated by
energising each primary pad separately can be given by (4) and
(5). Here, ISC1 is the short circuit current when primary pad
1 is separately energised, and ISC2 is the short circuit current
when primary pad 2 is separately energised. The resultant ISC
or ISCR is the sum of these currents and is shown in (6).
ISC1 = IˆSC1 · cos (ωt)

(4)

ISC2 = IˆSC2 · cos (ωt + θ)

(5)

ISCR = IˆSC1 · cos (ωt) + IˆSC2 · cos (ωt + θ)

(6)

It should be noted that these currents or profiles can only
be summed as the cross coupling between adjacent primary
pads is negligible when they are spaced slightly apart. As a
result, the primary pads have minimal interaction with one
another and can be assumed to operate independently. The
relations can also be expressed using phasor representations:
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(7)

= IˆSC2 ∠θ = IˆSC2 (cos θ + j sin θ)

(8)

I SCR = IˆSCR ∠ψ = IˆSCR (cos ψ + j sin ψ)

(9)

5

IˆSCR (A)

I SC1 = IˆSC1 ∠0 = IˆSC1 (cos 0 + j sin 0)
I SC2

6

The phasor representations of the ISC generated by each
primary pad can also be understood graphically through the
use of a phasor diagram shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7: Phasor diagram showing I SC1 , I SC2 , and I SCR phasors.

From the phasor diagram, it is evident that if the cosine rule
is applied, the IˆSCR magnitude can be given by
(IˆSCR )2 = (IˆSC1 )2 + (IˆSC2 )2 − 2IˆSC1 IˆSC2 · cos (π − θ)
(10)
q
IˆSCR = (IˆSC1 )2 + (IˆSC2 )2 + 2IˆSC1 IˆSC2 · cos θ (11)

By summing the projections of I SC1 and I SC2 on the ℜ
axis and equating this to the projection of I SCR on the ℜ
axis, the phase (ψ) of I SCR with respect to IP1 is
!


IˆSC1 + IˆSC2 cos θ

arccos
if 0 ≤ θ ≤ π



IˆSCR


ψ=

!



IˆSC1 + IˆSC2 cos θ



if π < θ < 2π
− arccos
IˆSCR
(12)

To validate this theoretical analysis, the predicted I SCR is
compared to simulated I SCR results obtained from a JMAG
Studio FEM model of the two primary pad system. In this
simulation model, the two DD primary pads are placed with
a primary pad pitch (PP ) of 600 mm and are simultaneously
energised with 25 A RMS at a frequency of 40 kHz. The
secondary pad is then placed in the middle of these two
primary pads, so that xos = 0 mm and yos = 300 mm,
with an air-gap of 100 mm. With this setup, the corresponding
ISC when each primary pad is energised separately gives
IˆSC1 = 2.6658 A and IˆSC2 = 2.6661 A. The phase difference
(θ) between IP1 and IP2 is then varied from 0◦ to 360◦ and
the expected I SCR obtained from the FEM model is shown
in Fig. 8. The theoretically predicted I SCR , using (11) and
(12), shows very close agreement to the simulated results.
As a result, the analysis can be used to model I SCR and
reliably predict the performance when multiple primary pads
are simultaneously energised.
When designing an IPT highway, maximising ISCR (6) and
consequently power transfer is of prime concern. This can be
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Fig. 8: Theoretical and simulated (a) IˆSCR and (b) ψ for a two primary pad
system as θ is varied.

done by simply maximising the projection of I SCR on the
ℜ axis. As this projection is equivalent to IˆSCR cos ψ, the
maximum is achieved when IˆSCR and cos ψ are maximised.
From Fig. 8, it is evident that this condition is reached and
ISCR is maximised when the primary currents are in phase
or when θ = 0◦ = 0 rads. This is intuitive as it represents
the case where the angle between I SC1 and I SC2 is zero
and consequently the magnitude of the IˆSCR given in (11)
is maximum. Similarly, a phasor diagram can also be used to
predict the resultant V̂OC from energising both primary pads.
However, as ISC mainly controls the power transfer for parallel
compensated secondaries, the ISCR profiles are the main focus
for the rest of the analysis. Importantly, when θ = 0 rads then
IˆSCR = IˆSC1 + IˆSC2

(13)

V̂OCR = V̂OC1 + V̂OC2

(14)

It is also interesting to note that even if θ varies slightly (e.g.
±15◦ ), there is a negligible drop in IˆSCR and hence ISCR . This
result shows that appreciable power transfer to the secondary
can still be achieved even if the primary pad currents are not
perfectly in phase.
VI. P OWER T RANSFER P ROFILES WITH M ULTIPLE
E NERGISED P RIMARY PADS
In the case of an IPT highway where multiple primary pads
may be simultaneously energised in phase to maximise power
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transfer to the EV, the resulting ISCR and VOCR profiles are
simply the sum of the contributions from each of the primary
pads. As energising adjacent primary pads can help increase
the power transfer that is possible, it should be evident that
three primary pads are sufficient to model the power transfer
along the highway. Of course, while only three primary pads
may be energised at one time, multiple primary pads are
involved in transferring power to the EV as it moves along
the highway.
Applying the approach outlined in Section IV, a Gaussian
model can be developed to mathematically describe the ISC
profiles generated by energising each primary pad independently. As each primary pad is identical in size, the a and
c parameters in the Gaussian model are constant with the
b parameter used to shift the distribution along the y-axis
accordingly. With three primary pads separated by the pad
pitch (PP ), the Gaussian distributions are given by
ISC1 = a · e

−

−

ISC2 = a · e
−

ISC3 = a · e

 yos 2

c

(15)

yos − PP
c

!2

yos − 2PP
c

(16)

!2

7

scale IPT highway that was presented in [26]. In this laboratory
setup, three DD primary pads were spaced apart with a pad
pitch (PP ) of 525 mm where the pad pitch represents the
distance between the centres of the primary pads. The primary
pads were each driven in phase (θ = 0) with 11.5 A at
20 kHz with each individual primary power supply being
synchronised by a master controller as described in [30].
A DDQ secondary pad was then moved over the prototype
highway along the y-axis, with xos = 0 mm, and the resulting
ISC profiles are given in Fig. 9. The figure shows the positions
of each of the three primary pads (Pads 1, 2, and 3) located
at yos = 0 mm, yos = PP mm, and yos = 2PP mm
respectively. The corresponding ISC profiles as each pad is
energised independently are also shown clearly.
From these profiles, the corresponding Gaussian models
can be created with a = 5.1808 A, c = 282.9540 mm and
PP = 525 mm. Using the developed models and the analysis
presented earlier, the theoretical ISCR profile can be obtained
and is also shown in Fig. 9. It is evident that this predicted
profile shows very close agreement with the experimental ISCR
profile obtained from the laboratory prototype system. Very
importantly, the ISCR profiles show that the ISC used to charge
an EV can be significantly increased by energising multiple
primary pads in the highway.

(17)

The ISCR profile is then the sum of these individual ISC
profiles and is

ISCR = a · e

−

 yos 2

c

(18)
−

+a·e

yos − PP
c

!2

−

+a·e

yos − 2PP 2
c
(19)
!

ISCR−MAX
ISCR−AVG
ISCR−MIN

5

ISC (A)

ISCR = ISC1 + ISC2 + ISC3

6

4
3
2
1
P1

P2

P3

0

The maximum ISCR occurs, intuitively, directly above the
second primary pad as ISCR has the maximum contributions
from all three primary pads. The maximum ISCR is then
−

ISCR−MAX = ISCR (yos = PP ) = a + 2a · e

PP
c

!2

(20)

The minimum ISCR occurs between the pads where yos =
PP /2 or yos = 3PP /2. Hence the minimum ISCR , the average
ISCR and the corresponding variation in ISCR (δISCR =
ISCR−MAX − ISCR−MIN ) can be given by
−

ISCR−MIN = 2a · e

ISCR−AVG

PP
2c

−
a
= +a·e
2

−

δISCR = a + 2a · e

!2

PP
c

−

+a·e
!2

PP
c

!2

3PP
2c

PP
2c

−

+a·e

−

− 2a · e

!2

(21)

!2

PP
2c

a −
+ ·e
2

!2

−

−a·e

3PP
2c

!2
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Fig. 9: IPT highway showing the three primary pads (P1, P2, and P3)
and the corresponding ISC profiles as each pad is energised independently.
In addition, the theoretically predicted and experimentally measured ISCR
profiles are also shown. All experimental results were kindly provided by Dr.
Mickel Budhia.

With the Gaussian models of the ISC profiles, it is also
possible to predict ISCR−MAX , ISCR−MIN , ISCR−AVG , and
δISCR for the laboratory system. The theoretically predicted
results (Table III) show close agreement with the experimental
results.
TABLE III: Theoretical predictions and experimental measurements of
ISCR−MAX , ISCR−MIN , ISCR−AVG , and δISCR .
Variable

Theoretical

Experimental

Error

ISCR−MAX (A)

5.5122

5.68

−2.95%

ISCR−MIN (A)

4.3840

4.26

+2.91%

ISCR−AVG (A)

4.9481

4.97

−0.44%

δISCR (A)

1.1282

1.20

−5.98%

(22)
3PP
2c

!2

(23)

Using the Gaussian models developed here it is also possible
to predict the ISCR profile for a three pad highway. To
validate the model, the predicted profiles are compared with
experimental results obtained from a prototype laboratory

By adding more primary pads and extending the IPT highway, it is possible to see how power can be transferred to the
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EV. Fig. 10 shows the ISCR profile if the laboratory setup is
extended so that a 5 m long highway can be considered. The
corresponding sequencing or energising order of the primary
pads that will be necessary to maintain the ISCR profile is also
highlighted. Of course if the approach here is implemented,
the length of the highway can be increased as necessary.
6
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Fig. 10: Theoretical ISCR profile when a 5 m long IPT highway is considered.
The necessary sequencing order of the primary pads is also shown.

It should be noted that the analysis presented in this paper
has largely ignored the impact of the car-body on the power
transfer profiles. This was done as modelling and designing a
system while taking into account this metallic car-body is quite
difficult. As the analysis presented in this paper uses 11648
simulations [21], it is easy to see that adding the effects of
the car chassis will dramatically increase the simulation times
and the complexity of the presented mathematical analysis;
although with appropriate aluminium shielding means extending out behind the vehicle pad to protect the steel chassis from
inadvertent stray fields, the coupling profiles should not change
considerably. Moreover, as this paper is mainly focused on
providing a valid starting solution to the pad sizing problem,
it is reasonable to omit the effects of the car-body initially
so that a good starting solution can be obtained. Once this is
done, designers can then consider the effects of the car chassis
and further optimise the design to better suit the requirements.
VII. D ESIGN E XAMPLE R EQUIREMENTS
With the presented analysis and results for an IPT highway,
it is possible to select pad sizes for dynamic IPT highways. A
design example is proposed here to demonstrate the approach,
and is essentially an extension of the stationary charging
design example presented in [21]. In this design example,

the same secondary pads proposed in [21] for the sedan and
SUV EV classes have to be used. This is to allow the EVs to
be charged in both stationary charging locations, such as the
garage, as well as dynamically along an IPT highway without
needing to change the secondary pad fitted to the EV. It should
also be noted that as a short-hand, the pads are denoted on
their type and dimensions; for example, Sec 465 495 is a
secondary DDQ pad with a length of 465 mm and a width of
495 mm.
In addition, it is assumed that the secondary pads are not
lowered for charging as the mechanical apparatus required to
protect the pads from damage when the EV is travelling at
high speeds could be costly. Consequently operational air-gaps
(zos) for both the sedan and SUV classes when charged in a
roadside location, as given in Table IV, were also used for this
design example.
In essence this design example focusses on selecting a
primary pad size and pad pitch (PP ) to be used in an IPT
highway. Ideally the chosen primary pads should be as small
as possible and have as large a pad pitch as possible to reduce
the necessary resources and cost of the highway. With this
being said, if PP is very large then the power transfer profile to
the EV as it travels will have large fluctuations and may even
be discontinuous. Ultimately, a compromise is necessary to
ensure that the primary pads are able to deliver the desired PO
levels to both the sedans and SUVs while being cost effective.
For this example, a peak power demand of 10 kW is set to
power the EV as it travels along the highway. A secondary
power flow controller, similar to the one shown in Fig. 11, is
then used to regulate this power transfer to the EV [21], [31].
Here, the primary power supply driven by either a single or
3 phase mains input (1φ or 3φ) comprises of a PFC (Power
Factor Correction) stage, a diode rectifier, and an inverter. The
power supply then energises the parallel compensated primary
DD coil (LP ) with an AC current IP . This AC primary current
induces a voltage in both the DD and Quadrature coils in
the DDQ, given by VOC−DD and VOC−QUAD respectively. In
order to boost power transfer, the secondary coils are each
compensated with a capacitor and hence form current source
outputs [21]. These current source outputs can then be rectified
and regulated using a standard boost regulator with a switching
duty cycle (D) to charge the EV battery (VO ). In a typical EV,
the output of the boost regulator will possibly be connected to
a complex Battery Management System (BMS) that controls
the charging of the battery banks using sophisticated control
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VOC−DD
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M
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D
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Fig. 11: IPT secondary power flow controller.
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logic. However, for simplicity of the analysis, the BMS is
neglected, and the output of boost regulator is assumed to be
a DC voltage source (VO ).
It is important to note from [21] that the output power (PO )
used to charge the battery is given by
π
PO = VO · IO = √ · VO (1 − D)(ISC−DD + ISC−QUAD )
2 2
(24)
π
(25)
PO = √ · VO (1 − D)(ISC−TOTAL )
2 2
With the power demand of 10 kW and a battery voltage
of 325 V, the minimum ISC−TOTAL that can meet this
requirement (i.e. D = 0) is 28 A. In the IPT highway this
ISC−TOTAL requirement corresponds to an ISCR−MIN requirement as multiple primary pads will naturally be energised
simultaneously in phase. It is evident from Fig. 10, that the
ISCR and hence power transferred to the EV varies depending
on the position of the EV along the highway. Thus if ISCR is
larger than 28 A, the secondary controller ensures that PO is
limited to 10 kW by making D > 0. If however ISCR falls
below 28 A as the EV moves over the highway primary pads,
then D = 0 and PO falls below 10 kW. Ideally ISCR−MIN
will be 28 A so that a constant 10 kW may be transferred to
the EV as it travels. However this will require a reduction in
the pad pitch (PP ) or an increase in the primary pad sizes so
that ISCR is always above the requirement as the EV travels.
This will have the effect of increasing the number of pads
or the resources used which will inadvertently increase the
cost of the IPT highway. As a result, for this example, the
power transfer is allowed to drop by a maximum of 25% and
correspondingly the ISCR−MIN is allowed to drop by 25% to
21 A. A summary of the requirements for this design example
is shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV: Summary of EV charging parameters and requirements.
Parameter

Value

Secondary pad (Sedan)

Sec 465 495

Secondary pad (SUV)

Sec 930 885

zos (Sedan)

250 mm

zos (SUV)

400 mm

IP

25 A per winding

f

40 kHz

PO

10 kW

VO

325 V DC

Ideal ISCR−MIN

28 A

Allowed ISCR−MIN

21 A

VIII. D ESIGN M ETHODOLOGY
The first step in the design process involves extracting the
ISC profiles obtained from the JMAG simulations described
in [21]. These profiles correspond to the simulation results
obtained when each of the eight primary pads are used to
power both the sedan and SUV secondary pads for the desired
air-gaps given in Table IV.

9

Start

Extract ISC profiles from JMAG simulations

Select a primary pad

Select a secondary pad (sedan or SUV)

Develop a Gaussian model of ISC profile with chosen pads and operating conditions

Calculate ISCR−MIN if PP = primary pad width

Is ISCR−MIN > 21 A

No

Yes
Find PP so
ISCR−MAX ≥ 28 A
ISCR−MIN ≥ 21 A

No

Both secondary pads tested?

Yes
Choose the minimum PP between the 2 secondary pads

Calculate ISCR−MAX , ISCR−MIN , ISCR−AVG and δISCR using this PP

All primary pads tested?

No

Yes
End

Fig. 12: Pad sizing method for the dynamic EV charging design example.

Following this, one of the eight primary pads and one of the
secondary pads used for either the sedan or the SUV charging
is chosen for analysis. Using the curve fitting algorithms
briefly mentioned earlier in Section IV, a Gaussian model is
then developed to approximate the ISC profile of the chosen
primary and secondary pads. This algorithm provides the
required a and c parameters to accurately model the ISC profile
using a Gaussian distribution. Using (21), the ISCR−MIN is
then calculated for the given distribution for the case where
the chosen primary pads are placed without spacing between
them, or where PP is equal to the width of the primary
pad. If ISCR−MIN is below the 21 A requirement outlined in
Table IV, then the chosen primary pad need not be considered
further as the pad combination will not be able to meet the
requirement if the pad pitch is increased. On the other hand,
if ISCR−MIN > 21 A, then a primary pad pitch can be
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found by numerically solving (20) and (21) for PP so that
ISCR−MAX ≥ 28 A and ISCR−MIN ≤ 21 A. This process
is then simply repeated for the other secondary pad. For a
particular primary pad, the minimum PP that can meet the
requirements for both the sedan and SUV classes is chosen
so that the designed highway can simultaneously meet the
charging requirements for both EV classes. Using this PP , the
corresponding ISCR−MAX , ISCR−MIN , ISCR−AVG and δISCR
for both the sedan and SUV classes can then be calculated
using the Gaussian models and (20)-(23). This entire process is
then repeated until all the primary pads are tested. A summary
of this proposed method to select the primary pad size and pad
pitch for an IPT highway is shown in Fig. 12.
IX. R ESULTS
For the proposed design example, the corresponding a and
c parameters for the various primary pads and secondary pads
are shown in Table V and Table VI. It should be noted, that for
this design example, it is assumed that the EV or secondary
pad is perfectly aligned along the x-axis (e.g. xos = 0 mm)
as it travels along the y-axis. This provides a good starting
point when designing an IPT highway, and further work or
optimisation can look to modifying the highway to ensure the
required horizontal tolerance along the x-axis can be met.
As mentioned if PP is equal to the primary pad width,
then the various primary pads can be rapidly tested to see
if they are likely to meet the requirements should PP be
increased. From Table V, it is evident that through this
preliminary testing Pri 255 280 to Pri 630 620 can be
removed from consideration as they are unable to meet the
ISCR−MIN requirements for charging of both the sedan and
SUV classes.

10

By numerically solving (20) and (21) to find a value for
PP to simultaneously meet the ISCR−MAX and ISCR−MIN
requirements for both the sedan and SUV classes, a suitable
PP value can be determined for IPT highways using varying
sized primary pads (Pri 745 705 to Pri 980 995). The
selected primary pad pitches (PP ) using these primary pads
are given in Table VII. Based on this PP , the key variables
can be calculated ((20)-(23)) for the highway.
As highways based on each of these primary pads are capable of meeting the outlined requirements, the selection of a
particular primary pad for this design example requires careful
consideration. A simple means of comparing the primary pads
is by considering the materials or resources used by highways
based on these primary pads. The mass of ferrite and length
of Litz wire used by each of the primary pads is given in
Table VIII.
Using the primary pad pitch given in Table VII, the corresponding number of primary pads necessary per kilometre
of highway can be easily calculated. From this the total mass
of ferrite and length of Litz necessary per km for each of the
highways can also be determined.
From this table it is clear that for this design example, IPT
highways using Pri 865 910 pads placed with a pad pitch of
1327 mm are ideally suited. Highways based on this primary
pad will use the minimum quantity of materials per km and
hence can help minimise the overall cost of the IPT highway.
Very importantly, such a highway can simultaneously meet
the ISCR−MIN requirements for both the sedan and SUV EV
classes with the corresponding predicted ISCR profiles for both
EV classes being shown
in Fig. 13. Here the output current
√
(IO ) is scaled by 2 π 2 to better illustrate its general shape and
relationship with ISCR .

TABLE V: Parameters for the generated Gaussian models and the preliminary testing of primary pads Pri 255 280 to Pri 630 620 with the sedan and
SUV secondary pads.
Pri 255 280

Pri 395 390

Pri 510 475

Pri 630 620

Sedan

SUV

Sedan

SUV

Sedan

SUV

Sedan

SUV

a (A)

1.81

0.73

7.27

3.17

13.96

6.79

23.60

13.44

c (mm)

319

530

333

530

352

536

399

553

Variable

Pad width (mm)

279

279

388

388

473

473

619

619

PP (mm)

279

279

388

388

473

473

619

619

ISCR−MIN (A)

3.31

1.75

10.70

6.51

18.03

12.37

25.99

20.45

TABLE VI: Parameters for the generated Gaussian models and the preliminary testing of primary pads Pri 745 705 to Pri 980 995 with the sedan and
SUV secondary pads.
Pri 745 705

Pri 745 825

Pri 865 910

Pri 980 995

Variable

Sedan

SUV

Sedan

SUV

Sedan

SUV

Sedan

SUV

a (A)

32.34

21.03

34.75

23.82

43.18

33.48

50.93

44.04

433

567

505

599

558

624

620

653

c (mm)
Pad width (mm)

704

704

826

826

911

911

996

996

PP (mm)

704

704

826

826

911

911

996

996

33.54

29.26

35.67

29.95

44.48

39.56

53.55

49.50

ISCR−MIN (A)
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TABLE VII: ISCR−MAX , ISCR−MIN , ISCR−AVG and δISCR for the primary pads Pri 745 705 to Pri 980 995 with the sedan and SUV secondary
pads.
Pri 745 705
Sedan

SUV

Chosen PP (mm)

760

ISCR−MAX (A)

35.33

ISCR−MIN (A)
ISCR−AVG (A)
δISCR (A)

Variable

Pri 745 825

Pri 865 910
Sedan

SUV

Pri 980 995

Sedan

SUV

Sedan

SUV

760

935

935

1327

1327

1557

1557

28

37.01

28

43.49

34.20

51.12

44.34

30.02

27.20

29.51

26.02

21

21.59

21

21.28

32.67

27.60

33.26

27.01

32.24

27.89

36.06

32.81

5.31

0.80

7.49

1.98

22.49

12.61

30.12

23.06

TABLE VIII: Material usage for IPT highways based on the primary pads Pri 745 705 to Pri 980 995.
Pri 745 705

Pri 745 825

Ferrite mass per pad (kg)

10.91

13.34

16.97

21.02

Litz length per pad (m)

76.36

86.60

110.45

137.16

Number of pads per km

1316

1070

753

642

Variable

Pri 865 910

Pri 980 995

Ferrite mass per km (tonnes)

14.36

14.27

12.79

13.49

Litz length per km (km)

100.45

92.65

83.21

88.08
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(a)
50

ISC (A)
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When ISCR > 28 A, IO is regulated to 30.77 A as the secondary controller switching duty cycle D > 0. Consequently,
the 325 V EV battery can be charged at the desired 10 kW
power level. On the other hand when ISCR ≤ 28 A, then
π
· ISCR . For
D = 0 and IO falls and is given by IO = 2√
2
this condition a reduced power output is transferred to the
EV battery bank. As the minimum ISCR for both EV classes
in Fig. 13 is 21 A, or 75% of 28 A, the minimum power
transferred to the EVs as they travel is thus 7.5 kW or 75%
of 10 kW. Moreover, as the ISCR−AVG for both classes is
significantly greater than 28 A, the EVs will be charged at 10
kW for a large portion of their travel and this is evident from
the ISC profiles in Fig. 13.
This practical design example has shown the general approach for primary pad size selections for the dynamic charging of EVs along IPT highways. By adapting this approach,
highways with differing power requirements or operating
conditions can be designed with relative ease.

30

X. C ONCLUSIONS
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Fig. 13: Proposed IPT highway for the dynamic EV charging design example
assuming the EV is perfectly aligned along the x-axis (e.g. xos = 0 mm).
Highway uses Pri 865 910 primary pads placed with a pad pitch of 1327
mm to power the (a) sedan - Sec 465 495 (b) SUV - Sec 930 885
secondary pads.

In this paper, an IPT highway was proposed to allow power
transfer to EVs as they move. Such a highway would achieve
this by sequentially energising multiple primary pads buried
under the road surface when the vehicle pad is in proximity
to receive power. As the cross coupling between the primary
pads was found to be at most 5%, the pads can be energised
independently with minimal energy transfer between adjacent
primary pads. A window function (here fitted using a Gaussian
distribution) was then created to model the ISC profiles when
individual primary pads are energised.
By considering the ISC profiles due to each primary pad
as phasors, an analytical expression was then developed that
could predict the resultant ISC from energising multiple primary pads depending on the phase angle (θ) between the
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individual primary pad currents. From this phasor analysis,
it was concluded that in order to maximise ISC and hence
power transfer, the primary pads in the highway should be
energised with currents that are in phase with one another
(θ = 0 rad). When this condition is satisfied, the phasors add
constructively and the resultant ISC (or ISCR ) is simply the
sum of the contributions from each primary pad.
Using these Gaussian models and the preceding phasor analysis, an analytical expression describing the expected power
transfer for a highway based system was formed. An extension
to the previous design example was then proposed to show
how pads could be sized for practical dynamic applications
as well. For this modified design example, it was shown that
pads could be sized to allow 10 kW power transfer to sedans
and SUVs with only a 25% reduction in power as they drive
along the highway.
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